Counselling and support
OYA e.V is an associa�on that helps, guides
and accompanies formerly delinquent
individuals and their rela�ves. We provide
advice and support, based on one’s needs
and circumstances.
Essential pillars of our work are:

Gründungsmitglieder

� Consulting, Support and
Guidance which are confidential
and free of charge
� We take your concerns seriously
and without judgment
� We are there for you in every
situation you find yourself in

Address
OYA e.V.
Göttinger Chaussee 115
30457 Hannover
www.oya-ev.de

The Consultations can be held in
following languages:
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Arabic
Polish
English
Türkish
Kurdish
Persian
Russian

Bank Details
Sparkasse Hannover
IBAN: DE10250501800910457247

„If we want the goals,
we also want the means“
(Immanuel Kant)

Help for delinquent individuals and their
rela�ves
-Guiding, Suppor�ng, accompanying -

Rehabilitation

Support for relatives

Preventive work

To help with the reintegration into

With their support the Association
tries to connect (transmit) the mutual
expectations, needs and desires
between former delinquent or
delinquent imprisoned people and
their relatives.

To prevent delinquent behavior
OYA e.V offers a comprehensive
range of preventive measures.

society, we support with
➢ Finding accommodation, work,
school or apprenticeship,
➢ Administrative matters
(Establishing of contact,
Termination etc.)

In addition, the relatives get the
opportunity to gather information
about the structures of the penal
system.
The association helps to find
answers to questions like:

➢ Consultancy with personal or
precarious life situations and
establishing contact with
advisory services if necessary
(such as debt counselling for
instance)

� How is everyday life like for the
imprisoned person?
� What am I allowed to take to a
visit?

➢ Everyday life and leisure
activities

� Are there specific hours for
calls?
� How do we raise our children
despite the imprisonment?

Such as:
� Social training
� Conflict-, and De-escalation
training
� Violence prevention
The various measures are needsbased and target group-oriented. In
addition, the trainings are accompanied by people who overcame a
delinquent past themselves.

Educational work
Are you interested in the reasons of
how & why people can develop
delinquent behavior? Then we are the
right place to ask.
We provide well-founded expertise and
professional knowledge in this field.

